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Our System — Deep Base

Background — Deep Neural Inspection

DeepBase executes and optimizes Deep Neural Inspection queries over a given collection of
models, data and hypotheses.

Neural networks (NNs) are revolutionizing a
wide range of machine intelligence tasks with
impressive performance. A rapidly growing
ecosystem of development tools have made
them popular and accessible.
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def hypothesis_1:
…
def hypothesis_2:
…

Test data
Model

Hypotheses

DeepBase Query

Major challenge: understanding their
internal logic and ensuring that they
behave reliably

model = load_model('sql_char_model.h5')
dataset = load_data('sql_queries.tok')
scores = [CorrelationScore('pearson'),
LogRegressionScore(regul='L1',score='F1')]
hypotheses = gram_hyp_functions('sql_query.grammar')
deepbase.inspect([model], dataset, scores, hypotheses)

Popular approach: run the model on test data and analyze the activation of the hidden units.
Either manually…
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…or automatically

Deep Base

Mapping
Hypotheses
Neurons

Architecture
DeepBase queries are compiled into workflow of behavior extractors, processors and
statistical scoring aggregators (called Inspectors).
Behavior Extractors

U: Groups of Units

Behavior
Matrices
for Units

L: Measures

R: Results

D: Dataset

The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Recurrent Neural Networks, Karpathy
http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/

We call this approach Deep Neural Inspection.

Vectorizer

Learning to Generate
Reviews and Discovering
Sentiment, Radford et al.,
2017

Problem — Many Prototypes, no API

Unit Extractor

for Hypotheses

Inspector

h1(),…,hn()
H: Hypotheses

Hypothesis Extractor

Loaded block

Optimizations
We develop optimizations based on GPU parallelism, streaming, sampling, and model merging.

ML engineers must implement their own interpretability tools, because:
- Many methods have little to no public implementation
- Most existing implementations are ad hoc: framework-specific and/or model-specific
- Few implementations are optimized
Result: a sparse collection of task-specific prototypes with no common API

Next Steps
There is tremendous opportunity to provide a declarative abstraction to easily express,
execute, and optimize deep neural inspection analysis.

Build and maintain libraries of hypotheses based on recent ML findings
Scale the system up — better support for multicores and shared-nothing clusters
Applications in NLP, computer vision, fairness and social sciences

